The Global
FinCyber Utility
As has been shown in recent months, sophisticated cybersecurity defenses
can still be vulnerable, especially through third party suppliers. These wellfunded attacks are the consequence of a new trend where nation-states
and cyber criminals collaborate, either knowingly or unknowingly. Attacks
cross borders with increasing speed, beginning in one country and quickly
spreading around the world. In this environment, no one financial firm can
invest enough to anticipate all threats, all the time.
The Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center (FS-ISAC)
is the only global cyber intelligence sharing community solely focused on
financial services. Serving financial institutions and in turn their customers,
the organization leverages its intelligence platform, resiliency resources,
and a trusted peer-to-peer network of experts to anticipate, mitigate and
respond to cyber threats. Members represent over $35 trillion in assets under
management in more than 70 countries.

Industry-wide cross-border sharing
enables firms to pool resources, expertise,
and capabilities to better manage cyber
risks and incident response.

Membership
Benefits
• Globally sourced, enriched
•
•

Intelligence
FS-ISAC’s Global Intelligence Office analyzes member submissions
and other sources for threat indicators and vulnerabilities specifically
relevant to the financial sector, and distributes real-time threat alerts,
assessments and mitigation strategies to members. This industrywide, sector-specific intelligence is not available from any other
vendor or organization in the world.

Resilience
FS-ISAC conducts cybersecurity exercises to help members
practice defending against emergent threats. Members know that
they can test their responses in a secure, trusted environment
where all participants are bound by the same protocols.

Trust
FS-ISAC provides opportunities to connect with other members,
both at annual summits and smaller events focused on specific
regions and industry sub-verticals.
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and actionable sector-specific cyber
intelligence
Support throughout high visibility
incidents
User credentials for the FS-ISAC
Intelligence Exchange
Global Intelligence Office Regional
Threat Calls
Eligibility for board seat, CISO Congress
and Threat Intelligence Committees
Member-only training, exercises,
and conferences*
Community events: incident briefings,
member meetings, roundtables
STIX-TAXII connectivity

* nominal fees may apply

Annual dues are determined by firm cyber
risk exposure, informed by criteria such as
assets, revenue, and clearing customers.
FS-ISAC members are bound by the
Operating Rules, Subscriber Agreement,
and End User License Agreement, as well as
strict sharing protocols to ensure members’
privacy and security.
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